
Arlington 7-31-21 

Race 1 

#2 GET HAMMERED (D) (Presser) Weakened after vying for the early lead when second ovder 7 furlongs 
facing better earlier this month in his second start since being claimed by Brittany Vanden Berg and 
second after a short break. Gelding has a record of 4-1-2-0 on this oval and Vanden Berg win with 35% of 
runners third time off a layoff. Son of Stay Thirsty can be in good early position with Emigh remaining 
aboard.  

#3 DIVE DEEP (U) (Speed) Led from the start when defeating easier over 5 ½ furlongs in his latest last 
month in his secnd start of the year and first on this oval. Trainer Rivelli wins with 43% of his claimers 
that won last time out and son of Midshipman figures to be sent early again with Loveberry retaining 
the mount.  

#8 LASTCHANCEATGLORY (D) (Closer) Faded to finish a well-beaten fifth over 1 1/16 miles on grass at 
Indiana this month and tries an all-weather surface for the first time. Trainer Cook has won with just 6% 
of his runners this year but son of Goldencents finished a close second at this level two back and can be 
a threat if taking to this surface. 

#6 DARK NINJA (D) (Stalker) Weakened to finish fourth after being involved early facing better over 5 ½ 
furlongs earlier this month. Gelding has a record of 10-4-1-1 here and trainer Swearingen wins with 10% 
of his runners in claiming events. 5-year-old can be near the front early with Bowen again in the saddle. 

#5 FINNEGAN (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by Oscar Sanchez when easily defeating softer over the track 
and distance in his latest this month in his second start after a short break. Sanchez looks for first winner 
of the year and gelding moves up in class but has won three of his six starts on all-weather tracks and 
can find a solid pace to stalk.  

#4 ITS MY BAG BABY (U) (Closer) Rallied from off the pace when defeating easier over 6 ½ furlongs in his 
latest early this month in his third start since being claimed by Ingrid Mason. Bay has won three of his 15 
career starts and Mason wins with 24% of her claimers that won last time out. Son of Fed Biz can be 
running late with Camacho up.  

#7 NIGHT THINGS (U) (Stalker) Moves up in class off a win facing easier over one mile here when claimed 
by Fernando Bahena earlier this month. Son of Medaglia d’Oro has won two of nine career starts and 
can be stalking the early pace but takes on much better here.  

#1 CHANGE DIRECTION (U) (Closer) Second from the Cook barn made some progress when fourth facing 
easier in his latest early this month. Cook wins with 7% of his claimers and son of Curlin has won one of 
three starts here but needs some improvement to be a serious threat.  

Race 2 

#6 CAN’T HIDE FROM ME (E) (Closer) Comes off a second-place finish as the favorite over the track and 
distance in his latest this month. Trainer Rivelli wins with 34% of his runners that were beaten as the 
favorite last time out and son of Awesome Patriot has a record of 9-2-3-1 on this oval. Gelding can be 
along from off the pace with Loveberry riding.  



#5 CHRISTIAN C (E) (Presser) Weakened to finish second after dueling for the lead from the start at this 
distance on turf this month in his second start since being claimed by Oscar Sanchez. Chestnut has won 
four of his 12 starts on this main track and can be in good early position with Felix remaining aboard.  

#4 ANGELINO (U) (Closer) Second from the Rivelli barn made late progress when third over one mile on 
grass in his latest this month. Rivelli wins with 29% of his runners making this surface change and son of 
Americain has won two of his five starts on this oval. Dark bay can be closing late with Roman riding.  

#2 ONE WAY HOME (U) (Presser) Was claimed by Manny Perez when second after leading early over one 
mile on grass eight days ago and has a record of 16-4-2-1 on this Polytrack. Perez wins with 11% of his 
runners first time off the claim and son of Brilliant Speed may be the one to catch with Carroll in the 
saddle.  

#1 DEANO (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish third after pressing the early pace over one mile and 70 yards at 
Fairmount in his latest this month. Gray managed just one third-place finish from four previous starts on 
this oval but can be a pace factor with Emigh up.  

#3 CROCE D’ORO (U) (Closer) Made progress when third over 5 furlongs facing easier earlier this month. 
7-year-old has a record of 11-3-1-4 on this track and can be closing but has not won in a while.  

Race 3  

#2 CLOSE TO ME (E) (Stalker) Led from the start when winning her latest at Canterbury this month and 
finished second in one previous start on this main track. Gray has won six of her 26 career starts and 
trainer Tracy has won with 11% of runners this year. Daughter of Orb can be stalking the early pace with 
Loveberry up.  

#6 TEMRIK (U) (Presser) Drew off to easily defeat softer at this distance at Fairmount in his latest this 
month and tries this Polytrack for the first time. Trainer Wainwright wins with 17% that won last time 
out and daughter of Temple City has won three of her 14 career starts. Filly can be in the early mix 
under Felix, who has won with two of his last seven rides for the barn.  

#7 SEVEN SEVENTEEN (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced after dueling for the early lead over the track 
and distance and level as the favorite a week ago. Filly has a record of 11-1-2-2 on all-weather tracks and 
can be forwardly placed early with Roman in the saddle. 

#4 CATNIP KITTEN (E) (Closer) Lost her rider at the start in her latest a week ago but has hit the board in 
one of five starts here. Trainer Perez wins with 12% of his claimers and daughter of Kitten’s Joy can be 
running late with apprentice Lopez riding. 

#1 DON’T HOLD QUEENS (E) (Closer) Made progress when third over 6 furlongs at this level in her latest 
this month. Trainer Rednour wins with just 5% of his runners in claiming events but mare has a record of 
9-1-1-2 on this oval and can be a contender for a share.  

#8 ANGEL’S RUN (E) (Closer) Finished fourth of five runners from off the pace at this level over 6 furlongs 
last month. Barn looks for first winner of the year and dark bay has failed to hit the board in both of two 
starts on this oval. 



#5 HOOSIER GOLD CASE (U) (Closer) Faded to finish a distant fourth over one mile and 70 yards at 
Belterra earlier this month. Chestnut has won one of his six starts on an all-weather track but needs to 
find some improvement to be a factor.  

#3 REJOICE AN BE GLAD (U) (Closer) Finished third facing easier over 6 furlongs at Fairmount in her 
latest early this month. Chestnut has won just three of her 48 career starts and barn looks for first 
winner of the year.  

Race 4 

#1 SLIME QUEEN (E) (Closer) Gave way when unplaced at this level over 1 1/16 miles on the main track 
in her latest last month but has a record of 9-1-5-2 on grass. Daughter of Karakontie is ranked first on 
BRIS Prime Power and trainer Robertson wins with 12% of his runners on turf. Filly can be along from off 
the pace with Roman retaining the mount.  

#4 GRAMERCY (D) (Closer) Tries turf for the first time and may have needed her latest when unplaced 
over 6 furlongs as the favorite on the main track being her first start since early-October. Filly has a 
decent pedigree for grass and has won one of her three starts for trainer Harty, who wins with 12% of 
runners second off a layoff. Bay can be closing with Felix in the irons. 

#5 CHROME ATTACK (E) (Stalker) Made some progress when fourth over 5 furlongs at this level in her 
latest early this month. Mare has a record of 7-2-2-1 on this turf and trainer Childers wins with 13% of 
his runners on grass. 5-year-old can be stalking the early pace with Loveberry taking the mount.  

#7 CAROLINE’S STORY (E) (Closer) Closed some when second over the course and distance at this level in 
her latest three weeks ago. Daughter of Pioneerof the Nile has won one of her five starts on grass and 
trainer Davis wins with 16% of his runners in allowance events. 4-year-old can be running late under 
Lopez, who has won with one of his last eight rides for the barn.  

#2 ELKE DO JAGUARETE (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when defeating easier over 1 1/16 
miles on the main track this month in her first start of the year. Mare has won one of six starts on grass 
and trainer Correas wins with 14% of his runners that won last time out. Bay can be forwardly placed 
early with Bowe again in the saddle.  

#3 COMMAND POINT (U) (Closer) Rallied from off the pace to break her maiden over the course and 
distance in her latest early this month in her first start for trainer Block and first outing in over a year. 
Block wins with 18% of his runners that broke their maiden last time out and daughter of Point of Entry 
can be running late with Tavares remaining aboard.  

#6 INDICIA (U) (Closer) Was not a threat when a well-beaten third at this distance on dirt at Fairmount 
facing easier 11 days ago. Barn looks for first winner of the year and chestnut has won just one of 16 
starts on turf but did run well at this level on the Polytrack two back. 

#8 PRINCESS CORA (U) (Closer) Was claimed by Brian Cook when making late progress to finish second 
facing easier over the course and distance in her latest this month. Cook failed to win with last 18 
runners on grass and filly needs some improvement to be a factor at this level.  

Race 5 



#2 UPBEAT MELODY (U) (Speed) Led from the start when breaking his maiden over 5 ½ furlongs in his 
latest this month in his second outing and first on grass. Dark bay is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power 
and trainer Rivelli wins with 22% of his runners that broke their maiden last time out. Son of Upstart 
figures to be sent early with Loveberry riding.  

#8 SAVAGE (E) (Stalker) Won one of her three previous starts on grass and was claimed by Mike Reavis 
when a well-beaten second at this level on the main track in his latest early this month in his first start 
since November. Reavis wins with 30% of his runners first time off the claim and has won with 22% of 
his starters at this meet. Gelding can be in good early position under Roman, who has won with 29% of 
his rides for the barn in the past two months.  

#4 IGNITED (E) (Presser) Weakened to finish third after vying for the early lead in his latest on the main 
track at Ellis this month in his first start since winning his debut on grass at Indiana in June. Son of Into 
Mischief is a half-brother to one other winner on turf and trainer West wins with 14% of his runners on 
grass. Bay can be in the early mix with Parker in to retain the mount.  

#5 KOSHER COWBOY (E) (Speed) Finished second in one previous start on turf and comes off a fading 
unplaced effort after leading early over 6 furlongs on the main track this month. Trainer Zawitz has won 
with four of his 13 runners at this meet and chestnut can be a pace factor with Tavares riding.  

#6 AMANOFMYSTATURE (U) (Stalker) Rallied from off the pace when breaking his maiden at this 
distance at Canterbury in his latest last month. Gelding has a record of 4-1-2-0 on turf and son of Into 
Mischief can be running late with Emigh aboard.  

#7 STORMIN EL PRADO (U) (Stalker) Finished fourth in an even effort over the course and distance facing 
easier in his latest this month. Trainer Beasley wins with just 3% of his runners on grass and gelding has 
won just one of his 32 career starts.  

#3 MEDAL OF FACT (U) (Speed) Was claimed by Brian Cook when weakening to finish second after 
leading early in his latest facing softer this month in his second start of the year. Son of The Factor has 
hit the board in two of four starts on grass and can be a pace factor with Felix riding.  

#1 COCO BRAVADO (U) (Closer) Made some belated progress when fifth over the course and distance in 
his latest last month. Dark bay has not hit the board in four starts on this turf and appears unlikely to be 
a threat while taking on better.  

Race 6  

#2 UNPREDICTABLE BAY (E) (Speed) Weakened to finish a well-beaten third after pressing the early pace 
over 5 furlongs in his debut last month. Son of Cairo Prince is a half-brother to nine winners and trainer 
Ali has won with 14% of his runners this year. Dark bay can be the one to catch under Loveberry, who 
has won with two of his last four rides for the barn.  

#5 SPORT PEPPER (E) (Presser) Was involved from the start when a close second over 5 furlongs in his 
latest early this month in an improved effort in his second outing. Trainer Zavash won with one of his 
last six runners in maiden special weight events and son of Classic Empire is a half-brother to one 
winner. Gelding can be pressing the early pace with Perez retaining the mount. 



#6 DEGREE OF RISK (E) (Presser) Faded to finish fifth after dueling for the early lead in his debut earlier 
this month. Trainer Harty wins with 12% of his second-time starters and son of Cairo Prince is a half-
brother to one winner. Gray can be a pace factor with Bowen remaining aboard.  

#3 FORE FLAG (1st Starter) Newcomer is by freshman sire Astern, whose few offspring to race have won 
22% of their first outings. Colt cost $95K earlier this year and has been working forwardly for 8% first-out 
trainer McCarthy. Colt may be a factor with Carroll in the irons. 

#4 RUSSIAN TANK (E) (Closer) Made late progress when fourth in his debut over 5 furlongs earlier this 
month. Trainer Dorochenko wins with 10% of his second-time starters and son of Tourist is a half-
brother to one winner. Colt can be running late with Severino up.  

#7 ROCKET MAN ATTACK (1st Starter) Newcomer by Forest Attack is a half-brother to three winners and 
debuts for trainer Childers, who won with one of his last 15 first-time starters. Gelding’s works are 
nothing special and may be best watched in his debut. 

#1 BALTIC FLEET (1st Starter) Trainer Dorochenko wins with just 3% of his first-time starters and saddles 
debuting son of new sire Klimt. Rail is not the best post for a newcomer and bay is likely to need this 
outing.  

Race 7 

#3 HAWK OF WAR (E) (Stalker) Finished fourth in an even effort over 1 1/16 miles at this level at Fair 
Grounds in his latest in February in his first start since early-December. Son of Declaration of War has a 
record of 4-1-0-1 on grass and trainer Catalano wins with 10% of his runners that have not raced for 90+ 
days. Gelding can be in good position from the start under Loveberry, who has won with two of his last 
nine rides for the barn.  

#2 MCRAGS (D) (Closer) Makes his turf debut off a fading unplaced effort in an allowance over 1 1/16 
miles on the Polytrack last month. Dark bay is a half-brother to two winners on grass and has won one of 
his four career starts for trainer Campbell, who has won with three of his 10 runners at this meet. Son of 
Union Rags can be running late with Felix remaining aboard.  

#7 GATE CREW (D) (Closer) Faded to finish a distant third over 6 furlongs in an allowance on the main 
track early this month in his first start in over a year. Trainer Boyce wins with 16% of her runners second 
off a layoff and dark bay has hit the board in two of his three previous starts on turf. 5-year-old can be 
closing with Lopez up.  

#4 CLEMSON TIGER (U) (Speed) Led from the start before holding on to narrowly break his maiden over 
the course and distance in his latest this month in his fourth outing and second on grass. Son Noble 
Mission figures to be sent early again with apprentice Lopez in the saddle.  

#6 CREATIVE LETTERS (U) (Stalker) Tries grass for the first time off a maiden breaking win from just off 
the pace over 5 ½ furlongs at Prairie Meadows last month. Dark bay has a decent pedigree for turf and 
trainer Tracy wins with 32% of his runners making this surface change.  

#5 RELMBUNKUS SYR (E) (Closer) Comes off a well-beaten third-place finish ovder 10 furlongs on the 
main track at Mountaineer 11 days ago in his second start after a short break. Gelding has hit the board 
in all three starts on turf and can be trying to close late with Tavares riding.  



#1 TEXAS GANO (U) (Closer) Flattened out when fifth after making an early move to the lead from off 
the pace at Indiana facing easier last month. Trainer West has won with 16% of his runners at this meet 
and dark bay has won one of his five starts on grass but moves up in class here.  

#8 GROOM LAKE (U) (Presser) Makes his first start for trainer Vosler and has not raced since leading 
from the start to break his maiden at this distance at Indiana over one year ago. Gelding has been 
working well enough but may be best watched in his return.  

Race 8  

#9 MOON FLASH (E) (Presser) Weakened when fourth at this level and distance on the main track after 
pressing the early pace in his latest this month. Gelding has hit the board in one previous start on this 
turf and trainer Perez wins with 12% of his claimers. Chestnut can be in good early position with 
Loveberry in the irons.  

#8 THREE AMIGOS (D) (Speed) Faded to finish unplaced facing better as the favorite after dueling for the 
early lead over the course and distance this month in his second start since being claimed by Carlos 
Silva. 4-year-old has hit the board in two of his three outings on grass and Silva wins with 11% of his 
runners that were beaten as the favorite last time out. Bay can be in the early mix with Emigh up.  

#4 MAJOR WAGER (E) (Presser) Lost chances with a poor start in his latest last month at Belterra at this 
level and distance in his first start on grass. Trainer Meah wins with 13% of her claimers and has won 
with three of nine runners at this meet. Gelding can be near the front early under Bowen, who has won 
with two of his last five rides for this barn. 

#2 NIP N TUCK (D) (Closer) Made progress when third over the course and distance in his latest this 
month in his second start for trainer Candelas. Son of Stay Thirsty has won one of his 10 career starts 
and Candelas has won with 11% of runners at this meet. Dark bay can be running from off the pace 
under Perez, who has won with two of his last four rides for the barn.  

#6 MACHO CLASSIC (E) (Stalker) Hit the board in one of his two previous starts on this turf and comes off 
a weakening third-place finish at this level and distance on the main track this month. Trainer Meraz has 
won with 13% of his runners at this meet and gray can be forwardly placed early with Tavares aboard. 

#3 CARSON RULES (D) (Presser) Weakened to finish fourth after vying for the early lead at this distance 
on the main track last month in his first start since November and tries grass for the first time. Dark bay 
has won one of five career starts and can be in the early mix with Carroll up.  

#1 TOUSSAINT (U) (Closer) Did not threaten when unplaced at Prairie Meadows in his latest over 5 ½ 
furlongs this month. Barn wins with 11% of runners on grass but son of Palace may struggle here with 
Roman up.  

#5f LASTEN IMPRESSION (U) (Closer) Drew off to break his maiden by 11 lengths in his latest on the main 
track this month. Gelding finished second in one of three previous starts on grass but takes on much 
better here. 

#7 CLEAR TO CLOSE (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced at this level and distance on the main 
track this month in his second start of the year. Dark bay hit the board in two of his four previous starts 
on grass but still seems unlikely to find needed improvement on recent efforts to be a contender.  



Best Bets: 

Race 4 

#1 SLIME QUEEN (E) (Closer) Gave way when unplaced at this level over 1 1/16 miles on the main track 
in her latest last month but has a record of 9-1-5-2 on grass. Daughter of Karakontie is ranked first on 
BRIS Prime Power and trainer Robertson wins with 12% of his runners on turf. Filly can be along from off 
the pace with Roman retaining the mount.  

Wagering Strategy: 

$20 Win #1 SLIME QUEEN = $20 

$5 Exacta 1 with 4,5 = $10 

$2 Pick Three 1 with 3,4,8 with 2,5,6 = $18 

Race 7 

#3 HAWK OF WAR (E) (Stalker) Finished fourth in an even effort over 1 1/16 miles at this level at Fair 
Grounds in his latest in February in his first start since early-December. Son of Declaration of War has a 
record of 4-1-0-1 on grass and trainer Catalano wins with 10% of his runners that have not raced for 90+ 
days. Gelding can be in good position from the start under Loveberry, who has won with two of his last 
nine rides for the barn.  

Wagering Strategy: 

$20 Win #3 HAWK OF WAR = $20 

$5 Exacta 3 with 2,7 = $10 

$5 Double 3 with 4,8,9 = $15 

 

 

 


